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Ladies and gentlemen, thank you very much for invi8ng me to speak today. The
research I am presen8ng here is based on a global survey commissioned by the
World Health Organiza8on on the sexual and reproduc8ve health and human rights
of women living with HIV. It was commissioned to inform WHO as it updates its
guidelines on this topic.
We conducted this survey in 2014 and on this slide you see all the team members
and organisa8ons involved. The report we produced from this survey, en8tled
“Building a Safe House on Firm Ground” can be found on the Salamander Trust
website and four recent ar8cles about the survey methodology and its ﬁndings can
be found in the Journal of the Interna8onal AIDS Society, the WHO Bulle8n and the
Journal of Virus Eradica8on.
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Here is a quick summary of the survey. It was a values and preferences survey, which
forms part of the WHO guidelines update process. This normally happens much later
in the process but this 8me WHO decided to conduct this element of the process
ﬁrst. It was led by an expert Global Reference Group of 14 women living with HIV in
all their diversi8es from around the world.
Thus our methodology was a used-led, par8cipatory community-based research
process.
We conducted the online survey, using survey monkey in 7 languages; as well as
focus group discussions, to triangulate our ﬁndings, in 5 separate languages.
We used a posi8ve, future-oriented, “apprecia8vei inquiry” approach – asking
ques8ons such as what respondents ﬁnd good about services and asking them to
priori8se future posi8ve strategies, instead of focusing solely on respondents’
nega8ve experiences.
This resulted in 945 women living with HIV from 94 countries worldwide taking part
in the survey or focus-group discussions. Their age range was 15-72 and women living
with HIV in all their diversi8es responded.
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Here is an image of the “safe house on ﬁrm ground” that we created to represent the
many and complex issues facing women living with HIV in rela8on to our sexual
and reproduc8ve health and rights. You can see the founda8ons, the wall panels,
the rooﬁng all needing to stand ﬁrm together in order that the house may stand
safe and strong. If any one component of the house is damaged or missing, the
house will be very vulnerable to collapse.
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In terms of global results, respondents were asked to respond to 1 mandatory ini8al
sec8on and up to 8 op8onal sec8ons, one of which was on Gender-Based Violence.
Respondents made reference to Gender-Based Violence in all op8onal sec8ons.
58% of 832 on-line respondents responded to the Gender-Based Violence sec8on. Of
these, 89% reported experiencing at least one type of violence.
What is key here is that whilst there were high levels of In8mate Partner Violence
both before and aaer diagnosis, as one might expect, there were marked increases in
other forms of GBV post-diagnosis, from neighbours, the wider community and
healthcare sebngs. These lacer experiences of violence in healthcare sebngs were
even worse for women with iden88es which are socially disadvantaged in addi8on to
HIV.
[Reference - Don’t read this out: See Orza L et al. Journal of the Interna=onal AIDS
Society 2015, 18(Suppl 5):20285
hIp://www.jiasociety.org/index.php/jias/ar=cle/view/20285 | hIp://dx.doi.org/
10.7448/IAS.18.6.20285]
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Another op8onal sec8on addressed mental health.
Of the 59% of all respondents who ﬁlled this sec8on, one-ﬁah reported mental
health issues before HIV diagnosis.
Respondents reported experiencing a 3.5-fold higher number of mental health issues
aaer diagnosis
[Don’t read this out: (8.71 vs 2.48, t[488]23.00, pB0.001).]
Nearly half [Don’t read this out: (n224; 45.8%)] had mul8ple socially disadvantaged
iden88es (SDIs), in addi8on to HIV.
The number of SDIs was posi8vely correlated with experiencing mental health issues
[Don’t read this out: (pB0.05)].
Women described how mental health issues
aﬀected their ability to enjoy their right to sexual and reproduc8ve health and to
access services. These included a variety of diﬀerent experiences, as shown here.
Respondents concluded by making clear recommenda8ons about what they needed
from policymakers and clinicians.
[Don’t read this out: Orza L et al. Journal of the Interna=onal AIDS Society 2015,
18(Suppl 5):20289
hIp://www.jiasociety.org/index.php/jias/ar=cle/view/20289 | hIp://dx.doi.org/
10.7448/IAS.18.6.20289]
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Moving on now to the speciﬁc results from Russian language respondents.
There were 99 of these, aged 16-53 from the countries shown here.
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This slide highlights the respondents’ varied diversi8es, compared to the global data.
The ﬁgures in red are higher than the global ﬁgures, with the top four double the
global number.
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Here is a comparison between global and Russian language NEGATIVE experiences of
availability and quality of their healthcare services. The ﬁgures above indicate where
respondents have disagreed or strongly disagreed with the statements. Again the red
ﬁgures indicate where there are marked diﬀerences between the global response to
these statements and the Russian language responses.
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This slide shows Russian language respondents’ experiences of Gender-Based
Violence, compared to the global data shown earlier. You can see how the Russian
language responses clearly indicate even higher levels of GBV than those reported
globally.
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Here are some qualita8ve free text responses regarding experiences of violence.
(Please allow a few seconds to enable audience to read them for themselves). [Skip
over this slide if =me running short]
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And here is one response regarding lack of professional support. (Again, please allow
a few seconds, for the audience to read this for themselves.) [Skip over this slide if
=me running short]
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Moving on to the mental health sec8on. Here are the Russian language and global
ﬁgures for depression and rejec8on, all of which are unacceptably high.
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And here are a couple of comments from Russian language respondents in this
sec8on. [Skip over this slide if =me running short]
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So comparing the Russian language responses to the global responses, some key
ﬁndings emerge.
In rela8on to global responses:
• Firstly, Women's reported experiences of GBV from healthworkers are even higher
• Second, Women's reported experiences of GBV from police are even higher
• And Third, Women's views of healthcare provision and lack of support for GBV are
even higher
These nega8ve experiences clearly have a knock-on eﬀect on women’s abili8es to
access services for themselves or for their children, and to start or adhere to
treatment. If you have a nega8ve experience of professional services, you are highly
unlikely to return to them for support in a hurry. There are big policy implica8ons
here for us all, which global, regional or na8onal guidelines are yet to address.
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Here though are some clear recommenda8ons from all survey respondents for policy
makers and clinicians to address, to prevent the GBV reported in this survey.
The chart here shows how all respondents globally priori8sed these key
recommenda8ons, as proposed by our expert Global Reference Group.
These recommenda8ons should send a clear message to all policy makers and
clinicians globally – and especially to those tasked to uphold the human rights of the
Russian language respondents, whose experiences are that much worse than the
global ﬁndings.
Further research, based on this same survey, is currently underway in Ukraine and we
welcome women living with HIV in other Russian language speaking countries to
make use of this same survey to research further the situa8on in their countries also.

[hcp://8nyurl.com/mzn3on5]
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WHO is now moving forward with the ﬁndings from this survey to update its sexual
and reproduc8ve health and human rights guidelines. Not only are our intrinsic
human rights at stake here. There is also a strategic instrumental advantage in
upholding our rights and maintaining our safety, in terms of treatment uptake,
long-term adherence – and our capacity also to support our children, our partners
and the wider community.
But as they always say on aeroplanes, before you help others around you, you need
to put your own oxygen mask on ﬁrst. It is the responsibility of all with the power
to do so, to ensure that women with HIV can access that oxygen mask, because
without ensuring that support for us is in place, these strategies and policies are
oxygen-starved.
In conclusion, ladies and gentlemen, women living with HIV in all our diversi8es,
both globally and in this part of the world, want to be and should be at the heart
of a long-term eﬀec8ve strategic response to this pandemic. We hope and trust
that WHO and all those with the power to do so ensure that these rights can also
be all our reali:es.
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